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Questionario 1 (VERSIONE — A)
 

1)- Fill in the blank. "If it rains at the weekend, we
out."

A) won't go

5) were going

C) went

D) didn't go

 

2) - Choose the answer which is closest in meaning

to the words in brackets and which does not
change the meaning of the original sentence.

"You can be sure that [we will be received with
open arms] when we get home".

A) we will be greeted warmly

B) They will open our suitcases

C) they will have guns

D) they will be waving at us

3) - Fill in the blank. "To avoid the holiday traffic
we'll have to at dawn".

A) get through

5) move on

C) set out

D) look fon1vard

4) - Find the right translation into italian of the
english idiomatic expression “ring a bell”.

A) mi sembra familiare

5) casco dalle nuvole

0) è davvero fastidioso

D) non riesco a comprenderlo

8)- Fill in the blank. "... for her birthday".

A) She was given $50

8) She was being given $50

0) There were given to her $50

D) She was been given $50

9) - Fill in the blank. " last timel ..... Martina was in

Barcelona."

A) have seen

5) saw

C) was seeing

D) see
 

 

5)- Fill in the blank. "This law marks the first step

on a road that will hopefully to greater
prosperity for all".

A) give

5) lead

C) accomplish

D) make

6) - Fill in the blank. "I’ll finish the report
something exceptional stops me."

A) unless

5) regardless

C) regardless of

D) if

 

7) - Fill in the blank. "... your pills regularly this

week? The doctor told you to go on even if
you’re feeling better."

A) Have you been taking

5) Are you been taking

0) Do you take

D) Did you take

10)- Fill in the blank. "This broken guitar cannot ...'.

A) be repaired

B) to be repaired

C) repair

D) have repairs

11 ) - Fill in the blanks. "And let me present, but
not ..., my dear friend Mary!"

A) Iast/least

5) last/Iatter

C) the Iast/the latter

D) least/last

12) - Fill in the blank. “The accident victim was
dead on arrival at the hospital”.

A) called

B) said

C) pronounced

D) stated

13) - “This desk has a secret ...”

A) drainer

5) drîer

C) drawer

D) dragger

14) - Complete the following conversation. A:
coffee? B: No, thanks!

A) Do you like

5) Would you like some

C) Do you'd want any

D) Would you like any

 

15) - Fill in the blank. “He said that if he wasn't

accepted at Oxford ...”.

A) he wouldn't go to university at all

5) he would have gone abroad for a year

C) he would have refused to go to university

D) he'd like taking a year off to travel

 

   



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - A)
 

16) - Fill in the blanks. don't like this restaurant".
neither".

A) Me;l

5) Us; We

C) |; Me

D) He; Me

23)- Fill in the blank. “... ltry to forget you, it never

works”.

A) No matter

3) Much as

C) Not much as

D) As much as
  

17) Fill in the blank. "Alice doesn’t like to speak in
public and she is very nervous when she meets
new people. She is terriny …“.

A) moody

5) shy

C) sensible

D) outgoing

24) - Fill in the blank. "By midnight yesterday all the
forms to the Examiners".

A) had been sent

5) were send

0)

D)

are gone

will be sent

 

 

18) - Choose the odd word out.

A) Hammer

B) Knife

0) Fork

D) Spoon

19) - Fill in the blank: "Rome is visited city in
Italy"

A) the most

B) the more

C) the best

D) the mostest
 

20) The following sentence contains one or more
mistakes. Choose the correct alternative. “Of

the work none have been completed
satisfactorily”.

A) None of the work satisfactorily has been completed

B) None of the work has been completed satisfactorily

0) No of the work has been completed satisfactorily

D) None of the work have been completed satisfactorily
 

21 ) - Fill in the blank. "I didn't see Eleonora at the

party so she have been there“.

) can't

) must

C) shouldn't

) didn't

25) - Fill in the blank"Mark got a in a

pharmaceutical company"

A) profession

5) placing

C) work

D) job

25) - Fill in the blank. “My dog was in the kitchen,

waiting for lunch”.

A) his

5) her

C) him

D) its

27) - Fill in the blank. “... a feeling"

A) More that

B) More

0) More of

D) More than

28) - Find the most opposite of “dull”.

A) hasty

B) tall

C) eager

D) shiny
 

 

22) - Choose the odd word out.

A) Mussel

B) Shrimp

C) Ostrich

D) Crab

29) - The sentence: "I believe it’s good for me to
have a regular dental check", is the equivalent

of:

) I’m fond of having a regular dental check

) I'm keen on having a regular dental check

0) I like having a regular dental check

) I like to have a regular dental check

30) - Fill in the blank. "Probany too from blood

loss.".

A) faint

5) fainted

C) turned

D) fainting

 

 
 

 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - A)
 

31 ) - “I wish the director to a decision yesterday.”

A) came

B) come

C) would come

D) had come

32) - What does the following communication mean?
"Escalator to the restaurant out of order. Use

the stairs opposite the reception desk".

A) Ask at reception to order food from the restaurant

|3) You must use the stairs to go to reception

C) You must take the stairs to the restaurant

D) You can go to the restaurant using the escalator

33) - The sentence: "We’re sorry we couldn’t launch
the product earlier", is the equivalent of:

A) We wish we could launch the product earlier

B) We regret we cannot launch the product earlier

0) We regret not having been able to launch the product
earlier

D) We wish we launch the product earlier

34) - Fill in the blank. “ln any case, we think this is a

good basis for in the year to come…”.

A) continuing ourwork

E3) we may continue work

C) to us to continue work

D) us to continue us work

35) - Fill in the blank. "| a script seven years ago."

A) written for the first time

B) first wrote

C) firsthave written

D) written

38)- How many mistakes can be found in the
following sentences? [1] John and Cindy have
just split up. They're marriage only Iasted two
years. [2] That guy with brown hair is one of
Johns best friends. [3] Oh no! I've run out off

tootpaste! Could I please use

A) One in each sentence

5) One in sentence [1] and [2], two in sentence [3]

C) Zero in sentence [1]. two in sentence [2] and one in
sentence [3]

D) Zero in sentence [1] and [2], one in sentence [3]

39) - Fill in the blank. "This software is no good for
making presentations, and that one isn't any

good

A) as well as

B) in addition

Cì) too

D) either
 

41 ) - Fill in the blank. "I’ll complete the project

 

36) - Choose the correct meaning of the verb "to
reply".

A) Risuonare

5) Rispondere

C) Riprendere

D) Domandare

37) - Il passato di “to understand” è…

A) understanded

B) understed

C) was understand

D) understood

40)- Fill in the blank. "The Empire State building
is building in the world".

A) the more high

B) the highest

C) the higher

D) the mosthigh

something more urgent comes up."

A) to schedule if

B) unless not

C) regardless if

D) in time even if

42) - Fill in the blank. “He with a really clever plan
to solve the issue”.

A) came off

B) came through

C) came up

D) came away
 

 

43) - Fill in the blank. "How long Japanese?".

"Just one year".

A) have you studying

5) are you studying

C) have you been studying

D) do you study

44) - Fill in the blank: "January is September"

A) more cold than

5) much colder of

C3) coldest than

D colderthan

 

 
 

 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE — A)
 

45) - Fill in the blank. “What's done is done. It's
wondering if you could have prevented it”.

A) helpless

Eì) unsafe

C) useless

D) antiquated

53)- Fill in the blank. “This time yesterdayl chess
with my friends".”.

A) play

B) have played

C) am playing

D) was playing

  

46) - Where must you insert the particle "up" in the

following sentence? "You need to listen if you
want to understand the lesson

A) before "listen"

B) before "if"

C) after "understand"

D) after "lesson"

 

47) - Which of these adjectives CANNOT be the
opposite of sweet?

A wide

B) bitter

0) sour

D) salty

 

48) - Fill in the blank. "... for his wedding".

A) She was given 100,00 €

B) She was being given 50,00 €

C) She was been given 50,00 €

D) There were given to her 50,00 €

 

49)- Fill in the blank. “lf he had known we were

coming, I am sure he left the door unlocked”.

A) have had

5) did

C) had

D) would have

50) - Fill in the blank. "I wish that man so loudly

on his mobile. ljust hope he won’t go on until
the train reaches London!".

A) hasn’t talked

5) wouldn't talk

C) doesn’t talk

D) wouldn't be talking

 

51 ) - Fill in the blank. "Since I’ve retired, I’ve a
number of hobbies".

A) taken about

5) taken up

C) brought up

D) come into

52) - Find a synonym of the word "contact".

A) Lens

5) Touch

C) Infection

D) Watch %

./

59) - Fill in the blanks. “… wants to enter a golf

54) - The part of the following sentence between
square brackets contains one or more

mistakes; choose the correct form. "The

packages [has been wrapped and are all ready
to be mailing] as soon as the courier arrives".

A) have been wrapped and are all ready to be mailed

5) have been wrapped and are already for mailing

C) are wrapped and are already to be mailed

D) are being wrapped and will be already for mailing

55)- Fill in the blanks. "... do not like the football".
neither".

56)- “Ninety” means:

A) 19

E*) 99

C) 9
D) 90

57) - Fill in the blank. "The first aspect the

classification of expenditure.".

A) is attending

B) is in charge with

C) cares

D) has to do with

58) - Fill in the blank. "If we for a couple of weeks,
we could have bought our new fridge for half

the price we paid: there’s a massive sale at the
store this week!".

A) would have been waiting

B) had only been waiting

C) had only waited

D) would have waited

course pay a fee”.

A) Whenever one; needs to

B) He; he must

C) Whoever; must

D) Who; shall

Pasina 'E (118
 

 
 

 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - A)

60) -

A)

B)

C)

D)

 

Il participio di “to stand” è…

standen

standed

stood

stooden

DOMANDE DI RISERVA

G1)-Fill in the blank. “Oh my lord! That him! No

one else could have done that!”.

A) must have been

5) wasn’t

C) can’t have been

D) must to have been

 

62)-Fill in the blank. "The money that I borrowed

from the bank to renovate the bathroom".

A) were used

B) has been used

C) used

D) have been used

63)-Find the best description for “as a matter of

fact”.

A) pay for

B) provide missing information

C) in reality, actually

D) try to attract attention by unusual behavior

 

64)-Find the synonyms of the words in brackets.

"The house we visited was very [nice and little]“.

kind and tiny

cosy and small

comfortable and isolated

boring and silly

65)-Fill in the blank. “Big , small profit margin.”.

A) output

Eì) turnover

C) downturn

D) outcome

66)-Fill in the blank with the right word. "Please put

the DVD’S on those there“.

A) bookstore

B) shelfs

C) shells

D) shelves

67)-Fill in the blank. "You look bad. Maybe you .....

see a doctor. "

A) ought to

5) had to

C) need

D) ought

Pnainn F. di R
 

 
 

 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - A)
 

63)-Fill in the blank. "The head of a department is
responsible her or his team".

A) to

B) of

C) for

D) from
 

59)-ll passato di “to come” è...

 

70)-Fill in the blank. "He a year writing his

presentation as his speaking time was only five

minutes".

A) needn't have spent

B) mustn't spend

C) mustn't have spent

D) didn't had to spend

76)-Fill in the blank. "The taxi drivers to protest

but the city major found a solution to the

increasing oil costs."

A) wanted

B) would

C) didn't

D) were for

77)-The parts of the following sentence in brackets

contain one or more mistakes; choose the

correct forms. "[The love] is [the important

thing] for your happiness".

A) Love; important

B) Loves; important

0) The love; important

D) The feeling of love; an important

 

 

71)-Fill in the blank. “There is going to be a of
television programmes on Big Ben”.

A) edition

5) series

0) broadcast

D) serial

72)-Fill in the blank. "When we arrived at the
cinema, the film had started".

A) also

B) already

C) Still

D) yet

78)-Fill in the blank. "... I like John personally, I

don’t think he has got the right skills for this

job".

A) However

13) |n spite

C) Despite

D) Although

 

 

73)-Fill in the blank: "Ilaria in a small Italian town
and moved to New York when she was 25".

A) grew up

3) woke up

C) stood up

D) broughtup

74)-Find the opposite meaning of the word "nice".

A) enjoyable

B) agreeable

C) nasty

0) pleasant

75)-Fill in the blank. "My nephew was home all
week".

A) at

) in

C) inside

D in the

EU

79)-Fill in the blank. "There is a limit to how
information you can absorb in a day".

A) few

5) little

0) much

D) many

80)-Fill in the blank. A: "Which is yourbirth date,

Frank ?"B: "| in 1954".

A) borned

B) was born

C) born

) was borned
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Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - B)
 

1)- Fill in the blank: "January is September" 9)- The part of the following sentence between

A) coldest than square brackets contains one or more

B) much colder of mistakes; choose the correct form. "The
packages [has been wrapped and are all ready

&; î;îîlgîlhan to be mailing] as soon as the courier arrives“.

A) are being wrapped and will be already for mailing

B) have been wrapped and are already for mailing

C) are wrapped and are already to be mailed

D) have been wrapped and are all ready to be mailed

2) - Which of these adjectives CANNOT be the

opposite of sweet?

 

 

A) sour

8 'd . . .
Cì :)v.'te 10) - Fill in the blank. " last tlmel ..... Martina was |n

“ er Barcelona."
D) salty A) see

3) - The sentence: "I believe it’s good for me to B) have seen

have a regular dental check", is the equivalent C) saw
of: D) was seeing

A Iliket ha | d | … .- .

) . o . ve & ragu ar ente CheCk ‘“ ) - Complete the following conversation. A:
B) | hke havmg a regular dental check coffee? B' No thanks'

C) I’m keen on having a regular dental check

D) I'm fond of having a regular dental check A) WOU|d you like any
) Would you like some

C) Do you like

)
4) - Il participio di “to stand” è...

 

D .
A) stooden Do you d want any

B ’ " "' ” " ' 7 "” ' "" "Î‘ * "

C) Standen 12) - Fill in the blank. “I’ll complete the pro;ect
D; stood something more urgent comes up."

standed A) in time even if

5) unless not
5)- Il passato di “to understand” è... C) t h d | ”fOSG & UBI

 

 

 

 

A) understanded D) regardless if

5) understed

C) understood 13) - Fill in the blank. “By midnight yesterday all the

D) was understand forms to the Examiners".

. . ' _ A) had been sent
6) - FI" … the blanks. "... do not hke the football". B) were send

"... neither". .
A) H 'M 0) WI“ be sent

e, e D) are gone

5) |; Me

C) Me?‘ 14) - Fill in the blank. “... I try to forget you, it never

D) Us; We works”.

* "”"" ’ " ' A) As much as
7) - Fl" … the blank. “My dog was in the kitchen, 8) Not much as

waiting for lunch”. C) No matter

A) her D) Much as

B) his

C) it? 15) - Fill in the blank. “lf he had known we were

D) h'm coming, I am sure he left the door unlocked”.

_ _ _ _ A) would have
8) - Fl" in the blank. “I’ll finish the report B) have had

something exceptional stops me." C) had

A) ” D) did
5) unless ,, ,, , ,, , , ,

0) regardless

D) regardless of

 

  
 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - B)
 

16) - Fill in the blank. “This time yesterdayl chess
with my friends".”.

A) was playing

E)) am playing

C) play

D) have played

24) - Fill in the blank. “What's done is done. It's
wondering if you could have prevented it”.

A) helpless

B) antiquated

C) unsafe

D) useless
  

17) - Fill in the blanks. don't like this restaurant".
"... neither".

A) Us; We

B) Me;l

C) [; Me

D) He; Me
 

13) - Choose the correct meaning of the verb "to
reply".

A) Rispondere

5) Riprendere

C) Risuonare

D) Domandare

19) - Fill in the blank. "To avoid the holiday traffic

we'll have to at dawn".

A

B

C

D

set out

look forward

get through

move on

)

)

)
)

20) - The sentence: "We’re sorry we couldn’t launch
the product earlier“, is the equivalent of:

A) We wish we launch the product earlier

B) We regret we cannot launch the product earlier

C) We regret not having been able to launch the product
earlier

D) We wish we could launch the product earlier

21) - Choose the odd word out.

25) - How many mistakes can be found in the
following sentences? [1] John and Cindy have

just split up. They're marriage only lasted two

years. [2] That guy with brown hair is one of
Johns best friends. [3] Oh no! I've run out off

tootpaste! Could I please use

A) Zero in sentence [1] and [2], one in sentence [3]

8) One in sentence [1] and [2], two in sentence [3]

C) Zero in sentence [1], two in sentence [2] and one in
sentence [3]

D) One in each sentence

26)- Fill in the blank: "Rome is visited city in

Italy"

A) the best

B) the more

C) the most

D) the mostest

27) - Choose the answer which is closest in meaning
to the words in brackets and which does not
change the meaning of the original sentence.
"You can be sure that [we will be received with
open arms] when we get home".

A) we will be greeted warmly

5) They will open our suitcases

C) they will have guns

D) they will be waving at us
 

 

22) - Fill in the blank. "The first aspect the
classification of expenditure.".

A) cares

8) is attending

C) has to do with

D) is In charge with

23) - Fill in the blanks. "And let me present, but
not …, my dear friend Mary!"

A) Iast/least

B) the Iast/the latter

C) least/Iast

D) lastllatter

28) - Fill in the blank. a feeling"

More that

More than

29 ) - The following sentence contains one or more
mistakes. Choose the correct alternative. “Of
the work none have been completed
satisfactorily”.

A) None of the work satisfactorily has been completed

8) None of the work have been completed satisfactorily

C) No of the work has been completed satisfactorily

D) None of the work has been completed satisfactorìly

 

 
 

 



Questionario 1 (VERSIONE - B)
 

30) - Fill in the blank. "The Empire State building

is building in the world".

A) the more high

5) the higher

C) the highest

D) the most high

38)- Fill in the blank. “|n any case, we think this is a
good basis for in the year to come…”.

A) we may continue work

5) continuing our work

C) us to continue us work

D) to us to continue work
  

31 ) - Fill in the blank. “He with a really clever plan

to solve the issue”.

A) came off

B) came up

C) came through
D) came away

39)- Fill in the blank. "I didn't see Eleonora at the
party so she have been there".

A) shouldn‘t

B) didn't

C) must

D) can‘t
  

32) - Fill in the blank. "How long Japanese?".

"Just one year".

A) do you study

5) have you been studying

0) are you studying

D) have you studying

33) - Fill in the blank. "Alice doesn’t like to speak in
public and she is very nervous when she meets
new people. She is terriny …".

A) sensible

B) shy

C) moody

D) outgoing

34) - Fill in the blank. "... your pills regularly this
week? The doctor told you to go on even if

you’re feeling better."

A) Do you take

B) Are you been taking

C) Have you been taking

D) Did you take

40) - Find a synonym of the word "contact".

) Touch

8) Infection

) Watch

) Lens
 

41 ) - “Ninety” means:

A) 99

B) 9

C) 90

D) 19
 

 

35) - Fill in the blank. "This broken guitar cannot ...".

A) to be repaired

5) be repaired

0) have repairs

D) repair
 

36) - “I wish the director to a decision yesterday.”

A) had come

B) come

C) came

D) would come
 

37) - Fill in the blank. "Probany too from blood

loss.".

A) fainting

B) faint

0) turned

D) fainted
 

42) - Fill in the blanks. “... wants to enter a golf
course pay a fee”.

A) Who; shall

5) He; he must

C) Whenever one; needs to

D) Whoever; must

43 ) - Choose the odd word out.

A) Crab

5) Shrimp

C) Ostrich

D) Mussel

44) - Fill in the blank. “This software is no good for
making presentations, and that one isn't any

good ...".

A) too

5) in addition

C) as well as

D) either

45) - Fill in the blank. for his wedding".

A) She was been given 50,00 €

She was being given 50,00 €)

C) She was given 100,00 €

) There were given to her 50,00 €
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46) - What does the following communication mean?
"Escalator to the restaurant out of order. Use

the stairs opposite the reception desk“.

A) Ask at reception to order food from the restaurant

5) You can go to the restaurant using the escalator

C) You must take the stairs to the restaurant

D) You must use the stairs to go to reception

47) - Fill in the blank. “The accident victim was
dead on arrival at the hospital”.

A) said

B) stated

C) called

D) pronounced

 

48) - Find the right translation into italian of the

english idiomatic expression “ring a bell”.

A) non riesco & comprenderlo

B) casco dalle nuvole

0) mi sembra familiare

D) è davvero fastidioso

53)- Fill in the blank. "... for her birthday".

A) She was being given $50

B) There were given to her $50

C) She was been given $50

D) She was given $50

54) - Fill in the blank. "l a script seven years ago."

A) written for the first time

B) firstwrote

C) firsthave written

D) written

55) - Fill in the blank. "This law marks the first step
on a road that will hopefully to greater
prosperity for all".

accomplish

lead

 

 

49) - Fill in the blank. "Since I’ve retired, I’ve a
number of hobbies".

A) come into

B) taken about

C) taken up

D) brought up

50) - Fill in the blank. "If it rains at the weekend, we
out."

A) won't go

5) didn't go

0) were going

D) went

51 ) - Where must you insert the particle "up“ in the
following sentence? "You need to listen if you
want to understand the lesson

A) before "if"

5) after "lesson"

C) before "listen“

D) after "understand"

52) - Fill in the blank. "If we for a couple of weeks,
we could have bought our new fridge for half
the price we paid: there’s a massive sale at the
store this week!".

A) had only been waiting

3) would have been waiting

C) would have waited

D) had only waited

56) - Find the most opposite of “dull”.

A) hasty

5) tall

C) eager

D) shiny

 

57)- Fill in the blank. "I wish that man so loudly
on his mobile. [just hope he won’t go on until
the train reaches Londonl“.

A) hasn’t talked

B) wouldn’t talk

0) doesn’t talk

D) wouldn’t be talking

 

59)- Fill in the blank. “He said that if he wasn't

58) - “This desk has a secret ...”

dragger

drainer

accepted at Oxford ...”.

A) he would have gone abroad for a year

B) he would have refused to go to university

C) ha wouldn‘t go to university at all

D) he'd like taking a year off to travel

60) - Fill in the blank"Mark got a in a
pharmaceutical company"
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DOMANDE DI RISERVA
61)-Fill in the blank. “Oh my lord! That him! No

one else could have done thatl”.

A) can't have been

B) wasn’t

0) must to have been

D) must have been

68)-Fill in the blank. "The head of a department is

responsible her or his team".

A) from

B) of

C) to

D) for
 

 

62)-Fill in the blank. "The money thatl borrowed

from the bank to renovate the bathroom".

A) used

5)

0) were used

D) has been used

have been used

53)-Fìnd the best description for “as a matter of
fact”.

try to attract attention by unusual behavior

provide missing information

in reality, actually

pay for

A

B

C

D V
V
v
v

69)-|| passato di “to come” è…

A) comed

5) cume

C) came

D) comen
 

70)-Fill in the blank. "He a year writing his

presentation as his speaking time was only five

minutes".

A) didn‘t had to spend

B) needn't have spent

C) mustn't spend

D) mustn't have spent
 

 

64)-Find the synonyms of the words in brackets.

"The house we visited was very [nice and little]".

A) comfortable and isolated

B) boring and silly

C) cosy and small

D) kind and tiny

65)-Fill in the blank. “Big , small profit margin.”.

A) output

B) downturn

0) outcome

D) turnover

66)-Fill in the blank with the right word. "Please put

the DVD’S on those there".

A) shelves

5) bookstore

C) shelfs

D) shells

57)-Fill in the blank. "You look bad. Maybe you .....
see a doctor. "

A) ought to

B) need

C) ought

D) had to

71)-Fill in the blank. “There is going to be a of

television programmes on Big Ben”.

A) serial

B) edition

C) series

D) broadcast

72)-Fill in the blank. "When we arrived at the

cinema, the film had started".

A) still

B) also

C) already

D) yet
 

73)-Fill in the blank: "Ilaria in a small Italian town

and moved to New York when she was 25".

A) brought up

5) grew up

0) stood up

D) woke up

74)-Find the opposite meaning of the word "nice".

A) nasty

B) agreeable

C) enjoyable

D) pleasant

75)-Fill in the blank. "My nephew was home all

week".

A) inside

B) in the

C) at

D) in
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75)-Fill in the blank. "The taxi drivers to protest
but the city major found a solution to the

increasing oil costs."

A) were for

5) would

C) wanted

D) didn't

77)-The parts of the following sentence in brackets

contain one or more mistakes; choose the

correct forms. "[The love] is [the important

thing] for your happiness".

A) Love; important

5) The feeling of love; an important

C) The love; important

D) Loves; important

 

78)-Fill in the blank. "... I like John personally, I
don’t think he has got the right skills for this

job".
A) Although

5) ln spite

C) However

D) Despite

 

79)-Fill in the blank. "There is a limit to how

information you can absorb in a day".

A) many

8) much

C) little

D) few

80)-Fill in the blank. A: "Which is your birth date,
Frank ?"B: "| in 1954".

A) borned

5) born

C) was born

D was borned
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1)- Where must you insert the particle "up“ in the 8) - Fill in the blank. "By midnight yesterday all the
following sentence? "You need to listen if you forms to the Examiners".

want to understand the lesson A) are gone

A) before """“ B) will be sent
5) after"understand" (:) had been sent

C) after "lesson" D) were send

 
D) before "listen"

, , 9) - Fill in the blank: "January is September"
2) - Fill in the blank. "| a script seven years ago." A) colderthan

A) written B) more cold than
5) first have written C) coldest than

C) written for the first time D) much colder of

 
D) first wrote _ , …,,,…,… …,, ,, …,,

…,… f' ,, ,,,,, , , , 10) - Fill in the blank. “This time yesterdayl chess

 

 

3) - “I wish the director to a decision yesterday.” with my friends".”.

A) come A) play

B) would come B) was playing

0) came C) am playing

D) had come D) have played

4) - Fill in the blank. “My dog was in the kitchen, “ ) ' Choose the Odd word out.
waiting for lunch”. A) Spoon

A) his B) Hammer
B) its 0) Fork

C) him D) Knife
D) her

, , , , , , , , ,, , , , , 12) - Find the right translation into italian of the
5) - Fill in the blank. "This software is no good for english idiomatic expression “ring a bell”.

making presentations, and that one isn't any A) non riesco & comprenderlo

good """ B) è dawero fastidioso

A) as well as C) mi sembra familiare

5) in addition D) casco dalle nuvole
C) either ,, ,, , ,, , ,, ,

D) t00 13) - Fill in the blank. “He with a really clever plan
… … ,, , ,, , , to solve the issue”.

6) - Which of these adjectives CANNOT be the A

 

. ) came through
opposfie of sweet? B) came away

A) wide
C) came off

B) 33|ÎY D) came up
C) sour , , ,, ,,,, ,, , , , ,, , , , …,,,,, ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

D) bitter 14) - Fill in the blank. "The Empire State building
… ,…… , … …,… , … , ,,, , ,… … W W is building in the world".
7) - Fill in the blank. "Alice doesn’t like to speak in A) the most high

public and she is very nervous when she meets B) the highest
new | .Sh ' 'A peop e e |S ternny C) the more high

moody D) the higher
B) shy

C) 0U190in9 15) - Find the most opposite of “dull”.
D) sensible A

) tall

M 777… 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 W B) eager

0) shiny

D) hasty
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16) - Fill in the blank"Mark got a in a
pharmaceutical company"

A) placing

B) job

C) profession

D) work

23) - Choose the correct meaning of the verb "to
reply".

A) Rispondere

B) Riprendere

0) Domandare

D) Risuonare
 

 

17) - Fill in the blanks. "And let me present, but
not ..., my dear friend Mary!"

A) last/latter

B) Iast/least

C) least/Iast

D) the Iast/the latter
 

18) - Choose the odd word out.

A) Mussel

5) Crab

Cî) Shrìmp

D) Ostrich
 

19) - Fill in the blank. " last timel ..... Martina was in
Barcelona."

A) see

5) have seen

C) was seeing

D) saw

20) - Find a synonym of the word "contact".

A) Infection

B) Lens

C) Watch

D) Touch

21 ) - How many mistakes can be found in the

following sentences? [1] John and Cindy have
just split up. They're marriage only lasted two
years. [2] That guy with brown hair is one of
Johns best friends. [3] Oh no! I've run out off
tootpaste! Could I please use

A) Zero in sentence [1], two in sentence [2] and one in
sentence [3]

B) One in sentence [1] and [2], two in sentence [3]

C) One in each sentence

D) Zero in sentence [1] and [2], one in sentence [3]

22) - || participio di “to stand” è…

A) stood

5) standen

C) stooden

D) standed

24) - Fill in the blank. "If we for a couple of weeks,
we could have bought our new fridge for half
the price we paid: there’s a massive sale at the

store this week!".

A) had only waited

L”>) would have waited

C) would have been waiting

D) had only been waiting

25) - Fill in the blank. "... for his wedding".

A) She was been given 50,00 €

5) She was being given 50,00 €

C) There were given to her 50,00 €

D) She was given 100,00 €

26) - Fill in the blank: "Rome is visited city in

Italy“

A) the most

B) the more

C) the mostest

D) the best
 

27) - The part of the following sentence between
square brackets contains one or more

mistakes; choose the correct form. "The
packages [has been wrapped and are all ready
to be mailing] as soon as the courier arrives".

A) have been wrapped and are all ready to be mailed

5) have been wrapped and are already for mailing

0) are wrapped and are already to be mailed

D) are being wrapped and will be already for mailing

 

28)- Fill in the blank. “... your pills regularly this

week? The doctor told you to go on even if
you’re feeling better."

A) Do you take

B) Are you been taking

0) Have you been taking

D) Did you take

 

29)- Choose the answer which is closest in meaning

to the words in brackets and which does not

change the meaning of the original sentence.
"You can be sure that [we will be received with
open arms] when we get home".

A) They will open our suitcases

E3) they will have guns

0) we will be greeted warmly
D) they will be wavìng at us
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30) - Fill in the blank. “The accident victim was
dead on arrival at the hospital”.

A) pronounced

B) said

C) called

D) stated

 

31 ) - Fill in the blank. "Since I’ve retired, I’ve a
number of hobbies“.

A) brought up

5) taken about

C) come into

D) taken up

 

32) - Fill in the blank. “If it rains at the weekend, we

out."

A) won't go

8) didn't go

0) went

D) were going

33) - Fill in the blank. “What's done is done. It's

wondering if you could have prevented it”.

A) antiquated

B) useless

C) unsafe

D) helpless

34) - Fill in the blank. “... ltry to forget you, it never
works”.

A) No matter

B) Not much as

0) As much as

D) Much as

 

35) - Fill in the blanks. don't like this restaurant".

neither".

A) Us; We

5) Me;l

C) He; Me

D) [; Me

36) - Fill in the blank. “ln any case, we think this is a
good basis for in the year to come…”.

A) continuing ourwork

5) we may continue work

C) us to continue us work

D) to us to continue work

37) - Fill in the blank. "Probany too from blood
Ioss.".

A) fainting

B) fainted

0) turned

D) faint

 

33) - “Ninety” means:

A) 19

B) 90

C) 9
D) 99

39) - Fill in the blank. a feeling“

A) More of

B) More

C) More than

D) More that

40)- Fill in the blank. “He said that if he wasn't
accepted at Oxford ...”.

A) he would have gone abroad for a year

B) he would have refused to go to university

C) he wouldn't go to university at all

D) he'd like taking a year off to travel

41 ) - The sentence: "I believe it’s good for me to
have a regular dental check", is ’the equivalent
of:

A) I like having a regular dental check

B) I‘m fond of having a regular dental check

C) I like to have a regular dental check

D) I'm keen on having a regular dental check

42) - Fill in the blanks. "... do not like the football".

neither".

A) He; Me

B) Me;l

0) Us; We

) ; Me0

43 ) - The following sentence contains one or more
mistakes. Choose the correct alternative. “Of

the work none have been completed
satisfactorily”.

A) None of the work have been completed satisfactorily

5) None of the work satisfactorily has been completed

C) No of the work has been completed satisfactorily

D) None of the work has been completed satisfactorily

44) - What does the following communication mean?
"Escalator to the restaurant out of order. Use
the stairs opposite the reception desk".

A) You can go to the restaurant using the escalator

5) You must take the stairs to the restaurant

C) You must use the stairs to go to reception

D Ask at reception to order food from the restaurant
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45) - Fill in the blank. "This law marks the first step
on a road that will hopefully to greater
prosperity for all".

A) give

B) make

C) lead

D) accomplish

45) - Fill in the blank. "I didn't see Eleonora at the
party so she have been there".

A) shouldn't

5) didn't

C) can't

D) must

53)- Fill in the blank. “lf he had known we were

coming, I am sure he left the door unlocked”.

A) did

) would have

0) had

) have had
 

54) - Fill in the blanks. “... wants to enter a golf
course pay a fee”.

A) Whoever; must

B) Whenever one; needs to

C) Who; shall

D) He; he must
 

 

47) - Fill in the blank. "To avoid the holiday traffic

we'll have to at dawn".

A) look forward

B) set out

C) get through

D) move on
 

43) - Complete the following conversation. A:

coffee? B: No, thanks!

A) Would you like some

5) Would you like any

C) Do you'd want any

D) Do you like

49) - “This desk has a secret ...”

A) drainer

B) drier

C) drawer

D) dragger
 

50)- Fill in the blank. “I’ll finish the report
something exceptional stops me."

A) unless

B) regardless of

0) regardless

D) if

51 ) - Fill in the blank. for her birthday".

A) She was given $50

8) She was being given $50

C) She was been given $50

D) There were given to her $50

52) - Il passato di “to understand” è...

A) understanded

E)) was understand

C) understed

D) understood

55) - Fill in the blank. "I'll complete the project

something more urgent comes up."

) to schedule if

5) regardless if

) in time even if

) unless not

56) - Fill in the blank. “This broken guitar cannot ...".

A) to be repaired

B) repair

0) be repaired

D) have repairs

57) - Fill in the blank. "[ wish that man so loudly
on his mobile. Ijust hope he won’t go on until

the train reaches Londonl".

A) wouldn’t be talking

B) hasn’t talked

0) doesn’t talk

D) wouldn’t talk

58 ) - The sentence: "We’re sorry we couldn’t launch
the product earlier", is the equivalent of:

A) We wish we launch the product earlier

B) We regret not having been able to launch the product
earlier

C) We wish we could launch the product earlier

0) We regret we cannot launch the product earlier

 

59) - Fill in the blank. "The first aspect the
classification of expenditure.".

A) is in charge with

B) cares

C) has to do with

D) is attending
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50) - Fill in the blank. "How long Japanese?".
"Just one year".

A) have you studying

B) are you studying

C) do you study

D) have you been studying
 

DOMANDE DIVRISERY,A,…
61)-Fill in the blank. “Oh my lord! That him! No

one else could have done thatl”.

A) wasn't

B) can’t have been

C) must have been

D) must to have been
 

62)-Fill in the blank. "The money that [ borrowed

from the bank to renovate the bathroom".

A) used

B) have been used

0) were used

D) has been used

63)-Find the best description for “as a matter of

fact”.

A) pay for

8) provide missing information

C) try to attract attention by unusual behavior

D) in reality, actually

 

64)-Find the synonyms of the words in brackets.

"The house we visited was very [nice and little]“.

A) cosy and small

8) comfortable and isolated

C) kind and tiny

D) boring and silly

65)-Fill in the blank. “Big , small profit margin.”.

A) downturn

5) turnover

C) outcome

D) output

66)-Fill in the blank with the right word. "Please put

the DVD’s on those there".

A) shelves

5) bookstore

C) shelfs

D) shells

67)-Fill in the blank. "You look bad. Maybe you .....

see a doctor. "

A) ought

5) had to

C) oughtto

D) need
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68)-Fill in the blank. "The head of a department is
responsible her or his team".

A) for

8) from

0) of

D) to
 

69)-|| passato di “to come” è...

A) comed

B) came

C) cume

D) comen
 

7())-Fill in the blank. "He a year writing his
presentation as his speaking time was only five

minutes".

A) mustn't spend

5) needn't have spent

0) didn’t had to spend

D) mustn‘t have spent

76)-Fill in the blank. "The taxi drivers to protest

but the city major found a solution to the

increasing oil costs."

A) wanted

5) were for

C) didn't

D) would

77)-The parts of the following sentence in brackets

contain one or more mistakes; choose the

correct forms. "[The love] is [the important

thing] for your happiness".

A) The feeling of love; an important

8) The love; important

C) Love; important

D) Loves; important
 

 

71)-Fill in the blank. “There is going to be a of
television programmes on Big Ben”.

A) serial

B) edition

C) series

D) broadcast

72)-Fill in the blank. "When we arrived at the

cinema, the film had started".

A) still

5) already

C) also

D) yet

78)-Fill in the blank. "... I like John personally, I

don’t think he has got the right skills for this

job“.

A) Despite

5) Although

C) In spite

D) However
 

 

73)-Fill in the blank: "Ilaria in a small Italian town

and moved to New York when she was 25".

A) grew up

B) broughtup

C) stood up

D) woke up

74)-Find the opposite meaning of the word "nice".

A) enjoyable

5) pleasant

0) nasty

D) agreeable

75)-Fill in the blank. "My nephew was home all

week".

79)-Fill in the blank. "There is a limit to how
information you can absorb in a day".

A) many

B) few

0) much

D) little

80)-Fill in the blank. A: "Which is your birth date,

Frank ?"B: "I in 1954".

A) was borned

8) born

C) was born

D) borned
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1)- Fill in the blank. "The first aspect the
classification of expenditure.".

A) cares

B) has to do with

0) is in charge with

D) is attending

 

2) - Fill in the blank. "] a script seven years ago."

A) written

B) written for the first time

0) first wrote

D) first have written

3) - What does the following communication mean?

"Escalator to the restaurant out of order. Use
the stairs opposite the reception desk“.

A) You can go to the restaurant using the escalator

5) You must use the stairs to go to reception

C) You must take the stairs to the restaurant

D) Ask at reception to order food from the restaurant

4) - Find the most opposite of “dull”.

A) shiny

B) eager

C) tall

D) hasty

5) - Il passato di “to understand” è...

A) understood

5) understanded

C) was understand

D) understed

6) - Fill in the blank. “This time yesterdayl chess
with my friends".”.

A) play

5) am playing

C) have played

D) was playing

7) - The sentence: "I believe it’s good for me to

have a regular dental check“, is the equivalent
of:

A) I like to have a regular dental check

B) I'm keen on having & regular dental check

C3) I'm fond of having a regular dental check

D) I like having &: regular dental check

8) - How many mistakes can be found in the
following sentences? [1] John and Cindy have

just split up. They're marriage only lasted two
years. [2] That guy with brown hair is one of

Johns best friends. [3] Oh no! I've run out off
tootpaste! Could I please use

A) One in sentence [1] and [2], two ìn sentence: [3]

5) Zero in sentence [1] and [2], one in sentence [3]

C) Zero in sentence [1], two in sentence [2] and one in
sentence [3]

D) One in each sentence

9)- Fill in the blank: "January is September“

much colder of

more cold than

)

)

C) colder than

) coldest than

 

10) - Fill in the blank. "If we for a couple of weeks,
we could have bought our new fridge for half
the price we paid: there’s a massive sale at the
store this week!".

) would have waited

) had only waited

C) would have been waiting

) had only been waiting

11 ) - Choose the answer which is closest in meaning

to the words in brackets and which does not
change the meaning of the original sentence.
"You can be sure that [we will be received with
open arms] when we get home".

) They will open our suitcases

B) we will be greeted warmly

) they will be waving at us

) they will have guns

12) - Fill in the blank. "This broken guitar cannot ...".

A) repair

) to be repaired

C) have repaìrs

) be repaired

 

13)- Fill in the blank. a feeling"
A) Morethan

) More

0) More of

) Morethat

14) - “Ninety” means:

A) 99

B) 19
C) 90

D) 9
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15) - Fill in the blank. “My dog was in the kitchen,
waiting for lunch”.

A) him

B) his

C) her

D) its

23)- Fill in the blank: "Rome is visited city in

Italy"

A) the mostest

) the best

C) the most

) the more

 
 

16) - Fill in the blank. "By midnight yesterday all the
forms to the Examiners".

A) are gone

5) had been sent

C) will be sent

D) were send

24) - Fill in the blank. "How long Japanese?".
"Just one year".

) do you study

B) have you studying

) have you been studying

) are you studying

 
 

17) - Fill in the blank. "Since I’ve retired, I’ve a
number of hobbies".

A) come into

B) taken up

C) brought up

D) taken about

13) - Fill in the blank. for her birthday".

A) She was been given $50

B) She was given $50

C) She was being given $50

D) There were given to her $50

19) - Choose the odd word out.

A) Shrimp

B) Mussel

0) Ostrich

D) Crab

coffee? B: No, thanks!

A) Do you'd want any

B) Would you like some

C) Would you like any

D) Do you like

21 ) - Fill in the blank. “What's done is done. It's
wondering if you could have prevented it”.

A) useless

3) helpless

C)

D)

unsafe

antiquated

25) - Fill in the blank. “lf he had known we were
coming, I am sure he left the door unlocked”.

A) have had

) did

C) had

) would have

26) - Fill in the blank. "... ltry to forget you, it never
works”.

) Not much as

) Much as

C) As much as

) No matter

27) - Fill in the blanks. "And let me present, but
not ..., my dear friend Mary!"

A) last/Iatter

5) Iast/least

C) the Iast/the latter

D) Ieast/Iast

 

 

22) - Find the right translation into italian of the
english idiomatic expression “ring a bell”.

è davvero fastidioso

non riesco a comprenderlo

mi sembra familiare

casco dalle nuvole

A

B

C

v
v
v
v

23)- Fill in the blanks. do not like the football“.
neither".

A) |; Me

B) Us; We

C) Me;l

|3) He; Me

29) - Fill in the blanks. don't like this restaurant".
neither".

) He; Me

) ]; Me

C) Me;l

) Us; We

30) - Fill in the blank. "I’ll complete the project

something more urgent comes up."

regardless if

in time even if

to schedule if

unless not

U]
9
9
v
v
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31 ) - Fill in the blank. "I wish that man so loudly

on his mobile. liust hope he won’t go on until
the train reaches Londonl".

A) wouldn’t be talking

5) hasn’t talked

C) doesn’t talk

D) wouldn't talk

32) ' The sentence: "We’re sorry we couldn’t launch

the product earlier“, is the equivalent of:

A) We wish we launch the product earlier

B) We wish we could launch the product earlier

C) We regret we cannot launch the product earlier

D) We regret not having been able to launch the product
earlier

33) - Fill in the blank. "If it rains at the weekend, we

out."

A) didn't go

8) went

C) were going

D) won't go

34) - ll participio di “to stand” è…

A) stood

5) standed

C) standen

D) stooden

35) - Fill in the blank. for his wedding".

A) There were given to her 50,00 €

B) She was been given 50,00 €

C) She was given 100,00 €

D) She was being given 50,00 €

39) - Fill in the blank. “In any case, we think this is a
good basis for in the year to come…”.

A) to us to continue work

5) we may continue work

C) us to continue us work

D) continuing ourwork

 

40)- Fill in the blank. "Alice doesn’t like to speak in

public and she is very nervous when she meets
new people. She is terribly

> ) shy

5) moody

C) outgoing

D) sensible

 

41 ) - Choose the odd word out.

42) - Fill in the blank. "The Empire State building
is building in the world".

A) the higher

B) the most high

C) the more high

D) the highest

 

 

36) - Fill in the blank. "I didn't see Eleonora at the
party so she have been there".

A) must

5) can't

C) shouldn't

D) didn't

37) - Fill in the blank. "This law marks the first step
on a road that will hopefully to greater
prosperity for all".

A) accomplish

B) lead

C) give

D) make

44) - Fill in the blanks. “... wants to enter a golf

46) - Fill in the blank. "To avoid the holiday traffic
 

38) - “This desk has a secret ...”

A) dragger

B) drawer

C) drier

D) drainer

43) - Fill in the blank. "Probany too from blood
loss.".

A) fainted

B) turned

C) fainting

D) faint

course pay a fee”.

A

B

C

D

Whoever; must

He; he must

Who; shall

Whenever one; needs to

)

)

)
)

45) - “I wish the director to a decision yesterday.”

A) had come

B) would come

0) come

D) came

we'll have to at dawn".

A) move on

E) get through

C) set out

D) look fomard
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47) - The part of the following sentence between
square brackets contains one or more
mistakes; choose the correct form. "The
packages [has been wrapped and are all ready
to be mailing] as soon as the courier arrives".

A) are wrapped and are already to be maìled

5) have been wrapped and are all ready to be mailed

C) have been wrapped and are already for mailing

D) are being wrapped and will be already for mailing

54) - Fill in the blank. "I’ll finish the report
something exceptional stops me."

A regardless)
)if

)
)

E

C

D

regardless of

unless

 

 

48) - Fill in the blank. " last timel ..... Martina was in
Barcelona."

A) was seeing

B) have seen

C) saw

D) see

49) - Which of these adjectives CANNOT be the
opposite of sweet?

A) bitter

5) wide

C) sour

D) salty

50)- Fill in the blank"Mark got a in a
pharmaceutical company"

A) job

B) placing

C) work

D) profession
 

51 ) - Where must you insert the particle "up" in the

following sentence? "You need to listen if you
want to understand the lesson

A) before "if“

B) before "listen"

C) after "lesson"

D) after "understand"

52) - Fill in the blank. “He with a really clever plan
to solve the issue”.

A) came up

B) came through

C) came off

D) came away
 

53) - Choose the correct meaning of the verb "to
reply".

A) Rispondere

B) Risuonare

C) Riprendere

D) Domandare

55) - Find a synonym of the word "contact".

56) - The following sentence contains one or more

mistakes. Choose the correct alternative. “Of
the work none have been completed
satisfactorily”.

A) No ofthe work has been completed satisfactorily

5) None of the work satisfactorily has been completed

C) None of the work has been completed satisfactorily

D) None of the work have been completed satisfactorily

57) - Fill in the blank. "This software is no good for
making presentations, and that one isn't any

good

A) either

5) as well as

C) in addition

D) too

58) - Fill in the blank. "... your pills regularly this

week? The doctor told you to go on even if
you’re feeling better."

A) Did you take

B) Do youtake

C) Are you been taking

D) Have you been taking

59)- Fill in the blank. “The accident victim was

dead on arrival at the hospital”.

A) stated

B) said

0) called

D) pronounced

60)- Fill in the blank. “He said that if he wasn't

accepted at Oxford ...”.

A) he would have refused to go to university

8) he would have gone abroad for a year

C) he wouldn't go to university at all

D) he'd like taking a year off to travel
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61)-Fill in the blank. “Oh my lord! That him! No
one else could have done thatl”.

A) must have been

5) must to have been

C) can’t have been

D) wasn't

68)-Fill in the blank. "The head of a department is
responsible her or his team".

A) to

B) for

C) of

D) from
 

 

52)-Fill in the blank. "The money that] borrowed
from the bank to renovate the bathroom".

A) were used

B) has been used

C) have been used

D) used

53)-Find the best description for “as a matter of
fact”.

A) pay for

B) in reality, actually

C) try to attract attention by unusual behavior

D) provide missing information

69)-l| passato di “to come” è...

A) comen

B) comed

C) cume

D) came
 

70)-Fill in the blank. "He a year writing his

presentation as his speaking time was only five

minutes".

A) mustn't have spent

5) didn't had to spend

C) mustn't spend

D) needn‘t have spent

 

 

54)-Find the synonyms of the words in brackets.
"The house we visited was very [nice and little] .

A) boring and silly

B) comfortable and isolated

0) cosy and small

D) kind and tiny

55)-Fill in the blank. “Big , small profit margin.”.

A) output

B) outcome

C) downturn

D) turnover

66)-Fill in the blank with the right word. "Please put
the DVD’s on those there".

A) shells

B) shelves

C) bookstore

D) shelfs

57)-Fill in the blank. "You look bad. Maybe you .....
see a doctor. "

A ought to

B) ought

C) had to

D need

71)-Fill in the blank. “There is going to be a of

television programmes on Big Ben”.

A) serial

B) series

C) broadcast

D) edition

72)-Fill in the blank. "When we arrived at the
cinema, the film had started".

A) already

5) yet

C) also

D) still

 

73)-Fill in the blank: "Ilaria in a small Italian town

and moved to New York when she was 25".

A) woke up

B) broughtup

0) stood up

D) grew up
 

74)-Find the opposite meaning of the word "nice".

A) pleasant

B) agreeable

C) nasty

D) enjoyable

75)-Fill in the blank. "My nephew was home all
week".

A) in the

5) at

0) in
D) inside
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76)-Fill in the blank. "The taxi drivers to protest

but the city major found a solution to the

increasing oil costs."

A) were for

5) wanted

C) would

D) didn't

77)-The parts of the following sentence in brackets
contain one or more mistakes; choose the

correct forms. "[The love] is [the important
thing] for your happiness".

A) Love; important

B) The feeling of love; an important

C) The love; imporîant

D) Loves; important
 

73)-Fill in the blank. "... I like John personally, !
don’t think he has got the right skills for this
job".

A) Although

B) However

C) Despite

D) In spite

 

79)-Fill in the blank. "There is a limit to how

information you can absorb in a day".

A) little

B) much

C) many

D) few

80)-Fill in the blank. A: "Which is your birth date,
Frank ?"B: “| in 1954".

A) borned

5) was borned

C) born

D) was born

 

  
 


